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THE shipping peak may have
passed, while air cargo’s is just
starting, but freight rates are
finally starting to rise across the
board.
In what will come as some relief
to shipping lines in the fourth
quarter, as they start contract
negotiations for next year, spot
rates on key Asia-Europe and
transpacific tradelanes have
risen.
At the start of November spot
rates jumped 19 per cent on
Asia-North Europe as shippers
accepted, at least partially, FAK
increases.
Asian carriers are said to be
playing “hardball” now, according
to one European forwarder. “We
have seen a big change in attitude
from the lines,” he said. “I wouldn’t
be surprised if they are knocking

on our door again next week for
another increase.”
Carriers on
transpacific lanes
also had some
success, with spot
rates to the US west
coast up nearly 17
per cent. However,
this was still
significantly below
the GRI asked by
some lines. For US
east coast ports,
rates rose 8 per cent.
However, rates on
both routes remain
substantially below
the level of a year
ago, when frantic
front-loading by
shippers to beat US
tariffs on Chinese imports saw

rates skyrocket.
Although Asia to US
spot rates are some
40 per cent and 28
per cent, respectively
for the US west and
east coasts, below
last year’s levels,
analysts are
expecting rates to
continue to rise
week-on-week in the
build-up to Black
Friday (29
November) and
Christmas sales.
Along with the rate
rises, however,
carriers must also
ensure they receive
additional fuel
surcharges to cover
the cost of the low-sulphur fuel

"I
wouldn’t be
surprised
if they are
knocking
on our door
again next
week for
another
increase"

oil mandated from January - or
the cost of installing scrubbers
(see page 10).
Most carriers have rolled-out
low-sulphur surcharge
mechanisms to run alongside
their annual contracts, and they
appear to have been successful in
getting those approved by
customers.
In air freight there are signs,
after a particularly dismal year,
that the market is tightening.
However, while some
shareholder-focused companies
such as Atlas Air and Cathay
Pacific have talked up the peak,
other carriers have said that
while there has been a spike in
rates, the ‘peak’ will be fairly
underwhelming in comparison
with recent years.
Continued on page 3
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Maersk eyes Latin
American forwarders

INDEPENDENT forwarders
in Latin America may find
themselves being courted by
Maersk, as the shipping line
looks to further consolidate
vertically.
The Danish line has
admitted that it is looking
for forwarding acquisitions
in the region – and has been
eyeing cold chain companies
and ‘digital’ forwarders.

LARS NIELSEN
Maersk Line

“We haven’t so far
invested in any Latin
American start-ups, but we
have been looking at Brazil,
where there are some
digital-first freight
forwarders that are using
artificial
intelligence
– so it is very
localised, but
there are some
interesting
projects,”
explained Lars
Nielsen,
Maersk Line
chief executive
for Latin
America & the
Caribbean.
While
digitisation has spread
slowly, both in Latin
America and the shipping
industry, the pace is picking
up. Mexico’s Nowports

claims to be the first Latin
American digital forwarder,
and recently received
US$5.5m from Silicon Valley
investors.
Maximiliano Casal,
founder and chief executive
told delegates at
TOC’s Americas
event last month
that the firm
used artificial
intelligence and
predictive
logistics to help
lower shippers’
costs – targeting
SME customers
in the
e-commerce,
automotive,
perishables and
construction industries.
“Shippers are not very
tech-friendly in this region
so we need to provide a
super-simple experience for
them.
“In this region their choice
of freight forwarder is either
very large multinationals or
SME forwarders – of these,
the multinationals are doing
their own digital projects,
while the traditional
family-owned forwarder
often understands it needs
to digitise but doesn’t have
the resources.
“Our customers are
looking for visibility of
shipments, trustworthy
information and support in
analysing this information.
We need to analyse how
their shipments are
behaving to understand if
action is needed to be taken
while in transit.
“And to do that better, we
need to partner with
carriers,” he said.
Casal also had an
interesting insight into how
Nowports could compete
with Flexport, which has
built a $1bn war chest
through a series of funding
rounds and created an
emerging giant amongst
digital-first forwarders.
“We have had
conversations with Flexport
founder Ryan Petersen and
he told us its main focus was

"It is
very
localised,
but there
are some
interesting
projects"

Continued from page 1

A dismal year for airfreight
According to TAC Index figures, China to Europe and to the
US have seen continued gains, but with slowing momentum.
Peter Stallion, of Freight Investor Services said that the
“airfreight market has been caught short (again) by spot
market price figures”. In a market update he noted: “Q4 peak
pricing ex-Asia continues to hold on to its sharp and sudden
gain, and in the words of Cathay Pacific's Frank Yau, ‘We
anticipate the peak will last into early December’.
“This may well be code for ‘we intend to attempt to hold up
the price into early December’.
“Carriers can certainly count their blessings with any sort
of price increase on any high-volume lane given the slow and
painful cashflow bleed throughout most of the year.
“The spot figures support any assessment that peak season
is here, and here to stay for at least the next few weeks.
However, the confused reaction to trade-war concessions and
a 'stable' (if highly depressing) air cargo export market in
Hong Kong, despite political unrest, has lent to an equally
confused forward picture for market participants. The widely
held consensus that the peak season will be flat is challenged
(again) as freight businesses attempt to crudely transpose
slack season volumes into some form of peak market
projection.”
Poor volumes have given some carriers a tough year, with
all-freighter airlines struggling in particular. The Volga-Dnepr
Group and its partner carriers have admitted to grounding
aircraft and making redundancies. The group said it would
ground two AN-124s and cut about 100 staff, although some
sources have indicated that more people have left the
company, and that some of the AN-124 fleet was already on
the ground. Sister airline, the UK’s Cargologicair, also said it
would stop operating two of its four-strong 747 freighter
fleet, owing to poor market conditions.

on Asia-US west coast and
that Flexport’s investment
priorities would be in
last-mile, and possibly
buying trucks.
“The US market is very
different from Latin America
– you need a great network
to connect the customs,
ports and trucking
companies to provide a good
freight forwarding service.
“I am sure Flexport will
come to Latin America, but
in the meantime we are
using the money we have
raised to expand our

network. We recently
opened new offices in
Mexico, Chile, Colombia and

Uruguay and have more
coming in Brazil, Panama
and Asia,” he said.

Silicon Valley relies on us.
We’re experts in clouds.
We work hard to meet the high security
and services standards of our customers.
In fact, leading IT companies have relied
on Swiss WorldCargo to transport their
safety-related data. Not surprising – we
are at home in the clouds.

swissworldcargo.com

We care for your cargo.
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Spotlight ON

Rajesh Mehta

One hundred years of
partnerships
IT all started at the docks, as
so many logistics stories do.
In 40+degree heat, in 1919,
the diligent Bombay
dockworkers needed fresh
water. Mr Pasoo, a labourer,
stepped in to provide it,
enabling the workers to
continue throughout the day.
Gaining the confidence of
the dockworkers and their
unions was critical – and
Pasoo achieved it. He then
started in the labour
contracting business, called a
‘mukadum’ in India, giving
him a strong foundation in
business, at what later
became Mumbai Port Trust.
Following Indian
independence in 1947, the
company expanded to handle
coastal movements between
other Indian ports. Then in
1962, the Customs Act was
introduced. Pasoo’s son
became a founder member
of the customs brokers’
association, to
develop how
customs
clearances were
handled at the
ports.
And it was
that which
developed one
of the key
characteristics
of today’s
freight
forwarding
company,
Liladhar Pasoo, which now
has 22 offices in the country
and some 700 staff.
“The company was
engaged in service to the
government,” explains Rajesh
Mehta, chief customer and
strategic officer, and
executive director, a 31-year
veteran of the company.
“That gave it ideas and
experience.
“Post-independence, the

government was elected
every five years, so policies
used to change very often.
Compliance, therefore, was
very important. The
company identified that, and
worked to become the best
customs broker, with the
best knowledge, so that no
customer got into legal
difficulties or disputes. So we
grew as a very
knowledgeable and
experienced company. We
still continue to have that
respect of knowledge as a
basis.”
In the 1980s, the company
began working at Kandla
port, which specialises in
bulk commodities, in
particular handling
chemicals and agro
commodities, gaining a 90
per cent market share.
And it expanded. “In 1991,
globalisation began, and
India started opening up to
international
markets,”
explains Mehta.
“It became an
importing and
exporting
country in global
trades. We were
doing FCL, LCL
and
consolidation in
the early 1990s.”
Liladhar
Pasoo
specialises in
chemicals, agro
commodities, engineering,
projects, machinery, bulk,
FMCG and fashion.
“Chemicals is a big part of
our business – everyone
needs chemicals, and India is
very good at specialty
chemicals supplied
worldwide. We created
interesting supply chains for
our customers. And India is
an agricultural country so

"We still
continue to
have that
respect of
knowledge
as a basis"

that too is a big part.
“But we also focus on
pharmaceuticals, cosmetics
and wellness. People will
always spend on themselves,
and we deal with most of the
major cosmetic brands –
Estee Lauder, Mac, Calvin
Klein. We provide a one-stop
shop for our customers,
customs clearance, labelling,
last mile delivery.”
The company works across
18 industries in total, with a
market share of between 20
and 70 per cent, depending
on the sector. “We will
continue in these areas –
these are things that
everyone requires.”
But what is the secret to a
successful 100 years in
business?
“The first thing I tell people
is that companies need to
identify and engage a
partner, not a vendor,”
reveals Mehta. “Any company
that wants to grow needs an
agile supply chain. If not –
you won’t grow.
“How do you categorise a
partner? A partner has to
have knowledge, and
understand the product like
the back of their hand. They
need experience, so they can
provide solutions in times of
crisis.
“If a partner can run your
vision globally, that’s
important too. And if you are
knowledgeable and
experienced, you can be
disruptive – all disruption is,
is creating new solutions.”
The strategy works well.
Liladhar Pasoo moves
100,000 containers a year
for 350 corporate clients – of
which a staggering 80 per
cent have been customers
for more than 50 years.
Mehta says the key to this
longevity is the five ‘C’s – on
which he is writing a book.

The first is collaboration,
he says. “If you collaborate
with the right supply chain
partner, you get a vision, and
can achieve it faster with
better visibility.
“The next ‘C’ is compliance
– that can give you a
one-stop shop for your
customers.
“Control is also important.
Goods leave the factory but
they don’t know where they
are, so visibility is important.
Customers want track and
trace, RFID and so on.
“Commitment of time is
the next ‘C’. We don’t focus
on just-in-time (JIT). I am
promoting just-as-planned,
JAP. If you have strong
planning, it doesn’t need to
be about time. It just needs
to be planned. Companies
spend 5 to 8 per cent more
due to poor planning, poor
handling, poor packaging,
poor selection of partner. It’s
a supply chain cost. But good
planning removes that cost,
and that’s where the focus
should be, not on time.
“And then there is the last
‘C’ - cost, the one tangible.
It’s not about the lowest cost,
it’s about the right cost,
which can be achieved if you
get the other four ‘Cs’ right.”
Cost is one of the main
challenges in the Indian
market. Mehta explains that
India is trying hard to
compete with China. “We
have to brand ourselves
against China. Indian
exporters have decided not
to compromise on quality, so
the costs will be higher than
in China. That’s the biggest
hurdle. But there is also the
cost of funds in India, of 11 to
12 per cent. And poor
infrastructure is a big
challenge, while
technological advancement
has not been fast.

“For importers the cost of
funds is also very important.
Customs duties can be about
28 per cent, while the supply
chain and logistics cost can
add another 12 to 14 per
cent. As well as the cost of
funds, and long credit
periods required, it can all
add 70 per cent onto costs.”
The six-year reign of the
current
government has
been good for
business though,
Mehta
maintains.
“Policies have
been made
simpler,
bottlenecks in
the ports have
improved. In the
last 31 years I
have been in
logistics, the last
five have been
remarkable. There is more
online, more clarity, and it
has helped the business
community.”
And what of the next
period? Liladhar Pasoo hopes
to find partners around the
world to work with – but
business culture and ideology
is very important. “Often,
people just want to make
quick profits and sacrifice
ideology. We are a family
company, with traditional
values, and we enjoy what we
do – you have to enjoy it. So
we are looking for similar
partners, preferably in the US
or Europe, as they tend to be
advanced, professional and
committed. We also like
Japanese companies, they
share a culture with what we
have, and look for. But they
can be slow at decisionmaking.”

Chief Customer and Strategic
Officer & Executive Director
Liladhar Pasoo
And how does he see the
next 100 years? Will
forwarding exist in the same
form?
“There won’t be many
changes,” he predicts. “The
forwarding industry has to
be the same, but
the style and
demands of the
customers will
change, while
the product
remains. It’s a
constant
evolution, like
with television.
First they were
black and white,
then colour, then
plasma – but the
movies and
entertainment still
continue. It’s the same with
forwarders – it’s just that the
medium to offer the service
will change.”
For the short term, the
focus in on the 100th
birthday party in midNovember. Some 800
customers will attend the
carefully crafted evening.
The company has hired a
famous dance troupe for a
special performance, which
will showcase the 28 dances
unique to each region of
India, to be followed by a
motivational speaker. And
then a Guinness Book of
Record holder for speed
drawing – upside down – will
unveil the company’s new
logo, which will feature four
colours.
It sounds like quite a night.
“It’s a beautiful line-up,”
smiles Mehta.

"In the last
31 years I
have been
in logistics,
the last five
have been
remarkable"
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Challenges in the north-s
MAINLAND east-west
routes continue to dominate
containerised trade indices.
Such is the dominance of
these lanes that they account
for more than five times the
trade recorded on northsouth lanes – those linking
Oceania, sub-Saharan Africa,
Latin American with Europe
and North America. But
pandering to the needs of
the main trades has hit these
secondary trades at a time
where they are already
struggling amid domestic and
international economic
storm-clouds.
One ocean freight industry
source says too much
capacity has been put out
onto the market with the

introduction of ever-larger
vessels. On a monthly basis,
the news is inundated with
reports of record-breaking
container ship calls at such
and such a port. Last month,
Felixstowe welcomed the
23,656 teu MSC Isabella.
This is the sister ship of the
MSC Gulsun, which
currently holds the record as
the world’s largest container
ship. And their number looks
set to expand only further
still. MSC announced orders
for a further five 23,000+
teu vessels in October,
following hot on the heels of
Evergreen’s order for six.
These mega-ship orders
have led to the phenomenon
of cascading.

“Really, the weakness in
north-south rates is the same
thing that has been
experienced on eastwest trades – it’s just
north-south is down at the
bottom, so it feels the pinch
harder,” says the source.
“That weakness is because
too much capacity has gone
out, and weaker, or
secondary trades, are being
hit by cascading.”
Cascading occurs through
vessels having to be moved
on. The new mega-vessels
can only call at ports
equipped to handle them.
And those are mainly located
across Asia, Europe, and
North America. As such, the
vessels – also large - that
previously serviced these
regions have been pushed
down the line.
“North-south trades have
had these big ships imposed
on them, and it simply is too
much capacity. So you are
seeing rates forced down as

they look to fill the vessels.
Every so often you see
blanked sailings, but
there are other
things going on
that are not
helping the
situation. There
are changes in
ownership, for
one. Ultimately
the demand is
not there for
larger vessels.
And what
happens is if
there’s weak
demand and
high capacity,
rates will only go
south.”
Hamburg Sud,
which ranks
among the
big-hitters in
Latin American trades, itself
announced an expanded
service between Europe and
Central America, Caribbean
and South America West

Coast earlier this year. Chief
commercial officer Frank
Smet says it combines
the “strengths of
Hamburg Sud
and Maersk
[Hamburg Sud’s
owner]”.
“This allows
maximum
flexibility
towards the
needs of the
trade and our
customers
because we can
design and
operate the
systems totally
independently,”
says Smet. “This
also allows us to
make seasonal
adjustments to
cater to specific
cargo flows, for example to
reduce transit times for
perishables or to call at
different ports on a direct
basis if there is sufficient

“That
weakness
is because
too much
capacity has
gone out,
and weaker,
or secondary
trades, are
being hit by
cascading”

demand from our clients to
do so.”
While the vessels deployed
are far below the league of
MSC Isabella, the new
service added in excess of
35,000 teu to the region, and
the carrier maintained
existing services. One has to
ask if more capacity is what
the region needs at this time.
Taking last year as a
snapshot, rates into South
America fell by more than 30
per cent compared to 2017.
For Africa, rates dropped
more than 20 per cent. The
UN’s latest report on
maritime trade in 2019
attributed the drop in large
part to weakened economic
activities.
“Rates on the North–South
routes weakened, generally
due in part to a drop in Latin
American and sub-Saharan
Africa imports attributed to
weakened economic
activities in those regions,
namely in Nigeria and South
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south trades
GABRIEL OLIVA
LatAm Cargo
Africa and in Argentina,
Brazil and the Bolivarian
Republic of Venezuela,” it
says.
It did, however, recognise
that the total deployment of
vessels on these trades had
continued to climb over the
12-month period. But
economic concerns certainly
will not be helping, with it
re-emphasising that northsouth routes have recorded
“limited growth… [exposing]
the weakened import
demand in Latin America”.
The slump in imports is
likely linked to a wider, and
unabating decline in the
region’s economic
performance. Between 1994
and 2008, Latin America
recorded a 2.8 per cent
uptick in economic growth.
By 2017, this had more than
halved and now the UN is
anticipating growth of just
0.2 per cent regionwide for
2019 – of which, Brazil is
expected to make up the
bulk. And it is not just
imports that are struggling.
Exports plummeted 6.5 per
cent in 2016, and despite
growing year-on-year since,

have failed to get back to
where they were.
Perhaps this has been the
start of a dearth in
new airfreight
volumes being
put onto the
north-south
trades. While
various carriers
have been
pumping up
their networks
in the wider
international
community,
Latin American
network growth
has been
decidedly quiet.
LatAm Cargo
has peeked its head above
the parapet twice though in
the last 12 months. Most
recently with the
announcement of a new
direct service linking
Denmark with the region.
The full-freighter 767-300
service provides capacity for
20-25 tonnes of cargo
weekly. Discussing the
launch, Gabriel Oliva, the
carrier’s SVP for North
America, Europe, and Asia,
says that “as the cargo leader
in Latin America” he and the
team wanted to take
responsibility of connecting
the region with the world
and vice versa.
“Proof of this are the more
than 150 destinations
currently offered by the
LatAm Cargo Group,” says
Oliva. “The size and strength
of our network are the pillars
that make us a strategic

partner for our customers in
providing the support
needed to take their
shipments to their
final destinations
in less time.”
The round trip
will increase
connectivity
between
Scandinavia and
different
markets in Latin
America with an
outbound route
that includes
Copenhagen
(Denmark),
Viracopos
(Brazil),
Montevideo
(Uruguay), Santiago (Chile),
and Quito (Ecuador). The
return will be via Miami
(USA), Brussels (Belgium)
and Copenhagen. Oliva and
the team hope to target

“The size
and strength
of our
network are
the pillars
that make us
a strategic
partner"

LatAm Cargo has announced a new direct full freighter service
linking Denmark with the Latin America region

pharma companies, car
makers, and the oil and the
paper sectors, although they
note that in the short-term,
machinery and other
businesses are “expected to
play a major role”. Kaspar
Andreas Nissen, air cargo
specialist at Copenhagen
Airports, hopes the new
service will provide
Scandinavian shippers and
freight forwarders with a
“smooth and efficient” air
freight operation directly to
Latin America.
“Adding a direct link is not
only important to the
handling and shipping of
pharmaceutical products, it
is equally important to the
food ingredients industry
and automotive parts

industry which also requires
stringent and efficient
transportation,” says Nissen.
“Being a CEIV-certified
carrier LatAm Cargo will now
offer a unique
pharmaceutical solution to
South America, together
with fast and reliable general
cargo solutions.”
The other big carriers in
the region, though, have
been decidedly quiet,
although Air France KLM
Martinair Cargo reaffirmed
its commitment to Latin
America with an attendance
at the Proflora event in
Bogotá at the start of
October. The event is the
largest international trade
fair for cut flowers in the
Americas. And AF-KLM’s

KASPAR ANDREAS NISSEN
Copenhagen Airports
home in Amsterdam has seen
it develop a reputation for
transporting cut flowers. The
carrier utilised the event to
announce that its flower flow
out of Colombia is now
FlowerWatch approved.
continued on page 8
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FlowerWatch approval
for Colombian trade

continued from page 7
“Our unique degree-hour
controlled shipping method
has been specially designed
to handle delicate flowers,” a
spokesperson said. “After the
successful launch of the first
FlowerWatch certification in

Kenya last June 2019, we
have continued to extend the
programme to other flower
markets. We are the first
airline to gain the
certification, making it a
reaffirmation of our
commitment to the flower

industry. As a key cargo
partner of flower
professionals, Air France
KLM Martinair Cargo is
pleased to show its
commitment to the South
American region at Proflora
2019.”

In 2018 Colombia was only
second behind The
Netherlands in terms of
flower exports, shipping
some $1.5bn worth – roughly
16 per cent of global
volumes. Alongside Latin
America, the other key
destination along northsouth trade lanes, Africa, is a
big player in fresh cut flower
exports. Three countries
within the continent were
ranked among the top 15
fresh flower exports
internationally. Kenya was
fourth, moving more than
$500m worth, or 6.4 per cent
of global volumes. Flowers
alone won’t bolster northsouth lanes but in the
immediate future there are
some signs that rates out of
Africa are moving upwards,
albeit along Asian trades.
Rate rises?
Safmarine, which is
particularly active around
Africa, has announced two
rate increases for shipments
between Pakistan and East
Africa, with an increase on
freight all kinds (FAKs) rates
between Sudan and China.
This comes at something of a
cross-roads moment for
Africa. Economic

performance across the
continent is expected to
maintain an upward
momentum over the course
of 2019. The African
Development
Bank reported
that GDP across
the continent
climbed 3.5 per
cent in 2018,
and is now
forecasting
growth in the
region of four
per cent for the
next two years.
Even so, the
ADB fears the
upward
momentum may
be insufficient to
offset the
region’s
“persistent fiscal
and current
account deficits
and
unsustainable
debt”.
“Indeed,
countries have to move to a
higher growth path and
increase the efficiency of
growth in generating decent
jobs,” it said in a report. “The
2019 Outlook shows that
macroeconomic and
employment outcomes are
better when industry leads
growth. The special theme
this year is regional

Air France KLM Martinair Cargo is now FlowerWatch
approved for flowers out of Colombia

integration for Africa’s
economic prosperity—
integration not just for trade
and economic cooperation
but also for the delivery of
regional public
goods.”
In particular it
points to five
trade policies
that could bump
Africa’s GDP
growth rate
closer to the 4.5
per cent mark, or
roughly $134
billion annually.
These policies
include an
elimination of all
bilateral tariffs
across Africa;
simplifying rules
of origin;
removing all
non-tariff
barriers on
goods and
services;
implementation
of the WTO’s
Facilitation Agreement to
reduce both cross-border
times and transaction costs
tied to non-tariff measures;
and halving tariffs with other
developing nations.
The report adds: “The
2019 Outlook also looks at
the gains possible from
regional public goods, such
as synchronizing financial
governance frameworks,
pooling power, opening skies
to competition, and opening
borders to free movements
of people, goods, and
services.”
Opening borders and skies
will no doubt bolster the
mood of transport operators.
The last 12 months have
seen sustained activity in
strengthening cargo links on
the north-south lanes - in
August, Air France-KLM
Martinair Cargo announced
that it would be
reintroducing a B747
freighter service to Lusaka
following a three-year hiatus.

In 2018
Colombia
was only
second
behind The
Netherlands
in terms
of flower
exports,
shipping
some
$1.5bn
worth
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Going green is major concern
for shipping industry
DECARBONISATION is now
the second most important
issue for the shipping
industry, according to a
report released last month
by the Global Maritime
Forum.
The Global Maritime
Issues Monitor 2019, which
surveyed respondents from
46 countries, ranked only the
“global economic crisis”
ahead of “decarbonisation of
shipping” as the issue to have
the greatest impact on the
industry over the next
decade.
“And the pending 2020
IMO low-sulphur regulation
appears to be on senior
leaders’ radar,” said Global
Maritime Forum chair Peter
Stokes. “They see ‘new
environmental regulation’ as
most likely to occur in the
next 10 years, and deem that
issue to have the thirdhighest impact.
“Worryingly, they perceive
the maritime industry as
relatively unprepared for the
issue, close to the deadline
for the new fuel

requirements,” he added.
The report says the
availability of zero-carbon
vessels and fuels is seen as a
major barrier to
shipping’s
decarbon
isation.
Johannah
Christensen, the
forum’s head of
projects, added:
“Commercially
viable zeroemission vessels
powered by
zero-emission
fuels must start
entering the
global fleet by
2030, and their
numbers need
to be radically
scaled through
the 2030s and
2040s if
international
shipping is to
meet the [IMO] target of
reducing greenhouse gas
emissions by at least 50 per
cent by 2050.”
Maersk, which has set the

bar higher than the IMO with
its goal of eliminating its
carbon emissions by 2050,
has announced it will
develop the use of
‘LEO’ fuel, a
blend of lignin
and ethanol.
Maersk has
formed a ‘LEO
coalition’ with
Norwegian ro-ro
carrier
Wallenius
Wilhelmsen,
Copenhagen
University and
shippers BMW,
H&M, Levi
Strauss and
Marks &
Spencer.
Meanwhile,
the IMO 2020
sulphur fuel cap
and subsequent
decarbonisation
push could be a
“blessing in disguise” for
container carriers, according
to Parash Jain, global head of
shipping and ports equity
research at HSBC.

"zeroemission
vessels
powered
by zeroemission
fuels
must start
entering the
global fleet
by 2030"

Airlines should incentivise use of eAWBs
MORE airlines should look to penalise
customers that don’t use electronic air
waybills (AWBs), delegates heard at Air Cargo
Americas in Miami last month.
One year ago, Lufthansa Cargo introduced
a €12 fee for using paper AWBs, a process it
said has ‘gone very well’, changing customer
behaviour.
American Airlines Cargo followed suit and
now has 75 per cent e-AWBs on compliant
tradelanes.
But not enough is being done, and eAWBs
still have only 66 per cent penetration on
feasible lanes.
Mirja
Nissen,
managing
director of
WCA’s
eCommerce
network, said:
“Money talks.
Being too
patient is
causing slow
growth. Yes, it
FILIPE DOS REIS
would cause
IATA
noise, but

change needs to happen.”
While independent forwarders have often
been blamed as sticking points in the use of
eAWBs, Nissen said her eCommerce members
were digitally capable, and she thought IATA
could do more.
But IATA’s head of airport, passenger and
security for the Americas, Filipe dos Reis, said
incentives or penalties should be down to
individual airlines.
“It’s a carrier decision,” he said. “It’s a very
complex value chain and the market takes its
time. It will take a few more years.
“The real change will come when a few, but
relevant, governments around the world make
changes and there is a requirement to stop
using paper. But it’s very slow, and that’s
disappointing and means the industry has to
deal with two processes, electronic and paper.
“We go from stakeholder to stakeholder, but
it’s a very painful job and often legislation
needs to be passed, so it’s not going to happen
overnight.”
He added that some companies were not
ready to incorporate the technology – and
also pointed out that the AWB was just one
document out of up to 52 required for air
cargo shipments.

He said the industry was
unlikely to experience the
kind of speculative ship
ordering seen during
previous supply and demand
cycles, since decarbonisation
would “ensure older assets
become obsolete much
faster”.
McKinsey partner Steve
Saxon noted the industry’s
decarbonisation targets
were “incredibly aggressive”.
“So shipping lines will need
to find a way to decarbonise
and the dominant technology

is not out there yet. In the
meantime, we’re going to
have a difficult transition
period, and, during the late

2020s or so, I would agree
we may well see new
ordering drop back quite
substantially,” he said.
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Insights IN
Seafreight – comment by Mike Wackett

Shippers are prepared to pay
for ‘legitimate’ greener fuel
NOBODY likes paying a
surcharge, but an additional
fee to help shipping to
reduce its greenhouse gas
emissions (GHG) should not
be a problem – so long as it is
justified.

Effective 1 December
most, if not all, ocean carriers
will target shippers with a
new surcharge to
compensate them for the
higher cost of low-sulphur
fuel oil (LSFO).

In order to be compliant
with the IMO’s 0.5 per cent
sulphur cap on marine fuels,
which will become law on 1
January next year, deep
seagoing ships will need to
replenish their tanks with

low-sulphur fuel in the
coming weeks.
With the new IMO 2020
regulation just weeks away
the bunker market appears
to have settled on a spread of
$200 per ton for LSFO over
the current staple 3.5 per
cent sulphur content HFO
(heavy fuel oil).
This will add a
substantial
amount to the
fuel bills of the
ultra large
container
vessels (ULCV)
which can burn
up to 80 tons of
fuel a day while
at sea.
Indeed, the
impact on the
bottom line of a
ULCV’s
roundtrip
voyage could be
north of $1m, which
multiplied out over the global
container fleet could very
quickly condemn the entire
liner industry to bankruptcy
if not recovered.
Based on the expected
premium for LSFO, carriers
have calculated the
additional amount that they
need to charge shippers
across the various tradelanes
and have rolled out their

fixed fees with a multitude of
titles.
For example, Hamburg Sud
calls the surcharge an
environmental fuel fee (EFF),
while Hapag-Lloyd labels it
an IMO 2020 transition
charge (ITC) and CMA CGM
more straightforwardly dubs
it as LSS (lowsulphur
surcharge).
From talking
to my forwarder
contacts there
seems a genuine
desire to
contribute
towards greener
shipping.
Indeed,
virtually all of
the stakeholders
in the supply
chain now have
the environment
as a key agenda
item, driven by the new
awareness of climate change
and the impact on the planet
of GHGs.
However, there is an
inherent deep distrust of
container lines for their use
of surcharges, which have in
the past been proven to be
unjust in some instances.
And unfortunately there is
an immediate complication
in the calculation of the

There
seems a
genuine
desire to
contribute
towards
greener
shipping

MIKE WACKETT
Sea Freight Consultant, FICS
latest low-sulphur
surcharges: the installation
on ships of exhaust gas
cleaning systems (EGCS), or
scrubbers as they are more
commonly known.
Scrubbers will allow ships
to continue to consume the
cheaper HFO after the IMO’s
0.5 per cent sulphur cap on
marine fuel becomes law on
1 January next year.
The most commonly
installed open loop scrubber
works by spraying exhaust
gases with seawater to
remove the sulphur content
with the residue sulphuric
acid being stored on board
for discharge at port and the
treated wash water
discharged back into the sea,
with, it is maintained by the
experts, no risk of harm to
the environment.
Therefore a ship that has a
scrubber system installed
will not incur the extra cost
of LSFO, albeit the operator
will need to recover the cost
of the scrubber installation,
including downtime for the
vessel and charter costs for a
temporary replacement.
With a ball park figure for
the installation and
associated costs for
scrubbers at $5m per unit, it
is clear that a container line
with a high number of vessels
able to burn HFO will not
have the same operating
costs as a line that has opted
for a pure LSFO strategy.
It follows that the carriers
need to adopt a two-tier level
of low-sulphur surcharges: a
charge for scrubber-fitted
vessels and a charge for pure
LSFO-consuming ships.
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Do it yourself –
electronically
SWISSPORT is trying to streamline the
reception of trucks at its terminals with the
deployment of self-service kiosks. The
handling company is in the process of rolling
these out in Europe, having started at
Brussels, and then Amsterdam.
Having registered at the kiosk
with an official ID, drivers can
scan all relevant documentation
and then receive a text message
directing them to a designated
truck gate. Alternatively
forwarders can submit shipment
information through a web
portal to shorten the process.
They can also link their IT system
to Swissport’s database via an
API interface.
According to the handling firm,
the kiosks bring twin benefits –
cutting down waiting times for
truckers and reducing
documentation data entry errors
by leveraging e-freight.
“Our new kiosks support the paperless
e-freight initiative by IATA, and at the same
time accelerate the import and export
processes for our customers significantly,”

declared Hendrik Leyssens, vice-president
global operations cargo. “Truck drivers
benefit from minimal wait times and faster
turn-arounds.”
Bob Imbriani, executive vice-president
international at Team Worldwide,
finds the two strands
complementary. “Tying the
efficiencies of both together
helps,” he remarked.
In addition, the system
facilitates security checks.
Through a connection to the EU
Regulated Agent database, the
system checks the security
status of each shipment while
the data entered by the trucker
are processed.
Steven Polmans, director of
cargo & logistics, business
development at Brussels Airport
Company, gives the kiosks the
thumbs-up.
“We are very happy with the kiosk
solution,” he commented, adding the kiosks
can be integrated into a comprehensive
solution within the airport’s BRUcloud
data-sharing platform. This way they can be
linked to elements like
the airport’s slot
booking application, he
pointed out.
“It is part of the
solution and
digitisation of the
cargo handling, where
especially on the
document handling
more efficiency can be
created,” he continued.
The kiosks can work
in various languages,

"Truck
drivers
benefit from
minimal
wait times
and faster
turnarounds"

The kiosks bring twin
benefits – cutting
down waiting times for
truckers and reducing
documentation data
entry errors by
leveraging e-freight

HENDRIK LEYSSENS
Swissport
he pointed out. “Another advantage in
Europe, where you have drivers coming from
almost every European country,” he
commented.
The concept is set to spread rapidly.
Polmans reported that other handlers are
adopting the kiosk solution. For its part,
Swissport has signalled that it intends to field
kiosks at all its core cargo stations before the
end of 2021.
Kiosks are also showing up in the US. Last
year Delta Cargo deployed self-service iPad
kiosks at its shipment acceptance counters in
Atlanta and Boston. In addition to providing
faster service and promoting e-freight (the
kiosks are only geared for traffic with
e-AWBs), the new solution is environmentally
friendly and simple, the airline has stressed.
Imbriani views Delta’s kiosks in line with
efforts at some large airports to tackle
chronic delays and long wait times for
truckers in their cargo areas through
electronic scheduling or appointment
systems, a trend that is on the rise in the US,
he noted.
Although early kinks have to be ironed out
and some questions resolved, the approach is
a move in the right direction, he commented.
“Airlines and airports must find ways to
eliminate wait times. In many cases they have
been getting worse,” he said.
Overall results have been encouraging,
although not stellar. “In some instances it has
cut down waiting time. When it works, it
works well, but we found sometimes even if
you have a slot, the doors are full,” Imbriani
reported.
Another issue is missed appointment times
when a truck calls at multiple terminals and
experiences a delay before getting to a later
stop. Theoretically this forces the trucker to
schedule a new appointment rather than just
show up at the next stop as soon as possible.
This could be particularly problematic if the

turkishcargo.com
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policy were to be applied to trucks that haul
in consolidations from further away.
So far none of the US operators that have
implemented a scheduling system has
adopted a strict ‘by appointment only’ stance,
Imbriani said. Truckers who miss an
appointment have to wait at the end of the
line until an agent is free to serve them.
There appears to be less flexibility vis-a-vis
paper documents. Delta has emphasised that
its kiosks are only for e-freight shipments.
“I don’t know if a driver turned up at Delta
with one e-air waybill shipment and a paper
document whether Delta would turn him
away,” said Imbriani.
While airport, handling and forwarder
executives hail these systems as the way
forward, truckers seem to be considerably
less enthusiastic. “Drivers don’t like it,”
remarked Imbriani. “It puts them into a
schedule.”
But the way the industry is moving, they
will have to get used to it.
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